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Darkness & Shadow

Clinging Shadows
All hostile creatures entering within 10 feet of 
[Creature Name] must make a DCxx Dexterity  
saving throw or take X (xdx) necrotic damage, half 
as much on a succesful save. Spaces within 10 feet 
of [Creature Name] are considered diffcult terrain.

Umbral Web (x/day)

As an action [creature name] can conjure a mass 
of thick, sticky web-like shadows that function 
like the Web spell (PHB pg.287). When Restrained 
by these webs, creatures are also affected by the 
Blinded condition. These webs are not flammable 
but can be destroyed if exposed to Sunlight.

Entropic Magic
When [Creature Name] uses any spells or abilities 
that would normally deal Radiant or Fire Damage, 
they instead cause Necrotic Damage.

Shadow Jaunt (Recharge x)

While in dim light or darkness,[Creature Name] 
may teleport up to 30 feet to an unoccupied space 
it can see as a bonus action. This ability functions 
the same as the Misty Step spell (PHB pg. 260).

Shadow Image (x/day)

As an action [Creature Name] can coalece up to 3 
illusory duplicates of itself as per the Mirror Image 
Spell. (PHB pg. 260) These duplicates are made of 
shadow and disapear immeadiately if exposed to 
bright light.  

Shadow Weapon
As an action [Creature Name] can coalece an  
illusory weapon it is proficient with. This weapon 
deals Necrotic Damage. Creatures hit by this  
weapon must make a DCxx Wisdom Saving Throw. 
On a successful save, weapon damage is halfed. 
On a failed save, weapon damage is doubled.

Dreadful Gaze
As an action [creature name] can instill foes with 
the dread of the Shadowfell. All enemies within 
sight of [creature name] must make a DCxx  
Wisdom saving throw or take a permenant -2 to  
all saving throws. The effected character can repeat 
this save after a long rest. The Calm Emotions  
spell, or any spell or other magical effect that 
removes a curse can end this effect. If a target’s 
saving throw is successful or the effect ends for it, 
the target is immune to the [creature name]  
Dreadful Gaze for the next 24 hours.

Shadow Ki Strike (Recharge x)

[Creature Name) may infuse a single melee or 
ranged attack with necrotic energy. The energy 
lasts as long as the [Creature Name] maintains 
concentration, up to 10 minutes or until it is  
discharged with a successful attack. A creature 
hit by this attack takes an additional XX Necrotic 
Damage and must make a DCxx Constitution Sav-
ing Throw or become Stunned for 1d3 rounds. 

Conjure Shadowgate (x/day)

As an action [creature name] can conjure a portal 
that links corrosponding locations on the Material 
Plane and Shadowfell. The gate is as large as the 
creature which created it and lasts for 10 minutes. 
The portal closes immeadiately in bright light. 

Shrouded In Gloom
[Creature name] is protected by a shroud of  
illusory shadow. Attacking creatures must make  
a DCxx Wisdom saving throw or their attacks 
against [Creature name] have disadvantage.  
This ability does not function in bright light.


